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October 30, 2020  
 
“All the President’s Meds.”  
 
Dear Readers:   
 
We wrote our first investor letter, February 28, 2020.  We entitled it “Corona Correction and a 
Leap into the Olympic Trials.” In it we tried to provide historical context for what was then a very 
new, emerging health crisis that would sweep across the globe in the weeks and months to 
follow - as we write today, the battle continues.  At the end of our February letter we urged 
everyone to watch some of our friends participate in the windy and winding Olympic Marathon 
Trials in Atlanta - little did we know that a few weeks later the Olympics themselves would be 
rescheduled to 2021. The quaint correction rumbled into a full bear market.    
 
We were neophytes, we assumed the once venerable CDC and various other seemingly 
amazing federal agencies would jump in and do what they had always done: kick ass. They did 
not: incompetence prevailed.   
 
Over one million people across the globe have died.  America, as a brand, has lost its shine.   
We are, globally, in the dreaded third wave of this battle.  We could add to our collective misery 
with paragraphs of sadness, but that’s not us.  At RPG our rose-colored glasses are always half 
full, our eyes always to the future and our smiles quick to show.   
 
Our seemingly illogically dapper mood is echoed by our fellow market participants!  For the third 
quarter some of our favorite indices performed as follows: 
 
 
RPG Video Games Index1: 12.98% 
NASDAQ: 11.24% 
S&P500: 8.93% 
Barclays US Agg Bond: 0.62% 
Muni 1-10 Year Index: 1.07% 
Bloomberg Commodity Index: 9.07% 
Source: Addepar and Google Finance 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 RPG Video Games Index is an equal-weighted index of the following companies (and corresponding ticker): Activision (ATVI), 
Electronic Arts (EA), DouYu (DOYU), Huya (HUYA), Nexon (NEXOF), Netease (NTES), Nintendo (NTDOY), Sea Ltd (SE), Take 
Two Interactive (TTWO), Ubisoft (EPA:UBI), Zynga (ZNGA), Tencent (HK:0700) 

https://e8b9690c-8264-46f8-a3e1-3857a9222c78.filesusr.com/ugd/79ed22_846dbf17f7bb415bbc2324b15a175f44.pdf
https://e8b9690c-8264-46f8-a3e1-3857a9222c78.filesusr.com/ugd/79ed22_846dbf17f7bb415bbc2324b15a175f44.pdf
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Observations from the third quarter of 2020:  
 

● US investors anxiously awaited a renewed stimulus package supposedly coming at the 
end of August.  Said stimulus, as of typing, has not yet arrived.  The Senate will not 
reconvene until November 9th.2  

● The national median asking price on Realtor.com in September 2020 was $350,000, up 
11.1% compared to last year.3 

● The US total nonfarm payroll unemployment is 7.9%.4 
● Over 300 miles of Trump’s wall have been built, though just 5 miles are new.5 
● In August, just half of registered voters expected it would be easy to vote in the 

November presidential election, down 35 percentage points since before the midterm 
elections of 2018.6 As of 28 October, over half of the 2016 American electorate has 
already voted. 

● Despite noisy no-maskholes, 92% of 2,200 Americans polled say they wear a face mask 
when leaving their home, with 74% percent saying they “always” do.7 

● Google Trends show us “It’s the economy stupid.”8   
 Search interest in top-searched issues, past seven days (10/19/2020)  

9 
● Almost all small US Businesses have opened in some form, by July 2020.  

 

 
2 Unless another Supreme Justice dies, in that case the Senate still has five days to confirm another justice. We adored RBG and 
thank her for her courage, grit, service and wisdom.   
3 https://www.noradarealestate.com/blog/housing-market-predictions/ 
4 https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.nr0.htm 
5https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2020/09/06/fact-check-donald-trump-built-more-border-wall-than-meme-
claims/3437653001/ 
6https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/10/07/voters-anxiously-approach-an-unusual-election-and-its-potentially-uncertain-
aftermath/ 
7https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/2020/10/poll-increasing-bipartisan-majority-americans-support-mask-wearing/#close 
8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Carville  
9 https://trends.google.com/trends/story/US_cu_b4fsy3IBAADxzM_en 

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2020/08/13/election-2020-voters-are-highly-engaged-but-nearly-half-expect-to-have-difficulties-voting/
https://electproject.github.io/Early-Vote-2020G/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Carville
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● Does anyone really know how a Biden administration would tax investors?  If elected, 
what could he get through the to-be-elected congress? Obviously some investors worry 
about Biden’s tax plan, yet when has a candidate’s tax proposal ever been fully 
implemented?   Is there a clearing price for a functioning society?  At some point will we 
collectively ask “does a well funded CDC save us money in the long term?”  

 
                    Source: CNBC 

   
● Donald Trump loves to tell us how amazing the investor markets have been since his 

inauguration.  We love to track it too.  US markets have certainly done well.  And, for this 
we are happy. Of course, stock market trends are often inexplicable and never 
monocausal.  If we may, large tech’s dominance, where present, has pulled US indices 
considerably higher. Indices with no large cap tech companies, like the Small Cap 
Russell 2000, have gained just 3% annually.   

 

 
10 https://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/files/metlife_uscc_sbi_coronavirus_impact_poll_july.pdf 
 

https://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/files/metlife_uscc_sbi_coronavirus_impact_poll_july.pdf
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Source: Yahoo Finance 
 

● To expound on how the President’s love for a sector does not equate to exceptional 
performance for that sector, look no further than oil and real estate.  These are absolute 
returns since Trump’s Inauguration on 20 January 2017: 

  
                   Source: Google Finance 
 

● Gun stocks have been more mixed since inauguration.  However, year-to-date 
performance suggests Americans are still buying guns in droves as we roll into the 
election.     
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       Source: Google Finance 

 
● As noted above, buying firearms during a crisis is the American way.  Here the 

Brookings Institution provides historical context. 

 
 
Writing our letters has exploded into a process that reminds Ryan of the few comedy shows he 
used to organize.  We started with thirty pages of jagged and disparate ideas and looked to 
mold the amorphous.  We assume that few read our letters.  We know they are long, and while 
we have been more correct than we had ever predicted, we see coin flip odds everywhere.  
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In March, we noted China is getting through their health and economic crisis quickly.  This will 
lead to dramatic strategic geopolitical shifts.  As shown below, the rise of China’s importance 
economically has been accelerating the last thirty years.  We don’t know yet, but perhaps China 
gained another five years on the US and Europe in five months.   

 
               Source: Gzero Media, IMF 

 
We asserted that the harder a country enforced its shutdown, the more accretive such 
“draconian” measures would be. Nations had a policy decision: pay immediately (via a hard shut 
down) and likely pay less OR pay over a longer period of time (via a soft shut down) and likely 
pay more.  East Asia did the former, the US did the latter.   
 
We live in San Francisco.  It was impossible for us to not see and existentially feel the 
importance of big tech.  Our equity portfolios remain tilted to large cap technology companies in 
the US and China.  Are we heading towards a 2000-2002 like tech correction?  Will US 
regulators impose draconian (or necessary) regulation on Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Twitter or 
Google?  Today, we are reading fewer medical papers and watching more C-SPAN.  Year-to-
date through 9/30 the tech-heavy NASDAQ has outperformed the S&P 500 by nearly 20%.  
These are the “essential workers” for the US stock market.  
 
We’d write the same for video games, the Covid entertainment economy, continues to thrive.  
When we play Among Us for hours on end, it makes sense to us that Unity and Corsair’s IPOs 
would succeed wildly.   
   
Predictions: 
 

1. Revenue that home entertainment/fitness (video games, NFLX, PELO) companies 
expected for full year 2020, and beyond, were accelerated into the March-August 
months.  We predict going forward comparables will be hard to maintain.   
 

2. Globally, US Universities, with help from Covid and POTUS, have not been able to 
attract as many non-US students11.  Non-US-students at US Universities are big 

 
11 https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-09-10/covid-19-interrupts-flow-of-foreign-students-to-u-s-
colleges?sref=Rzcy0kj5 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-10-20/u-s-business-schools-foreign-student-enrollment-down-amid-covid-visa-
rules?sref=Rzcy0kj5  

https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-09-10/covid-19-interrupts-flow-of-foreign-students-to-u-s-colleges?sref=Rzcy0kj5
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-09-10/covid-19-interrupts-flow-of-foreign-students-to-u-s-colleges?sref=Rzcy0kj5
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-10-20/u-s-business-schools-foreign-student-enrollment-down-amid-covid-visa-rules?sref=Rzcy0kj5
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-10-20/u-s-business-schools-foreign-student-enrollment-down-amid-covid-visa-rules?sref=Rzcy0kj5
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business and this revenue loss will hurt US Universities.  It will also help non-US 
Universities as their supply has not necessarily lessened and their demand has 
increased.  The US has historically benefitted from the immigration of exceptionally 
smart and talented students who come to the US for its amazing universities.   Were 
fewer of these students to come to the US, their home countries could benefit 
tremendously and stem the brain drain to the United States.  The US has taken for 
granted that our gain is China’s loss or Vietnam’s12 loss, you name the country.   
 

3. If there is a broadly distributed vaccine in Q3 2021, RPG assumes there will be 
tremendous pent up demand for leisure travel.  The supply/demand dynamics will be 
completely disrupted and thus this will be high margin travel with far fewer options and 
choices.  The future of business travel seems less assured.  It will happen, but we 
assume it takes 5-10 years to get back to 2019 levels.   
 

4. We are one day closer to the Metaverse.13  
 

We will fill your inboxes again, with another letter, after the election, thus we wanted to leave our 
six readers with some parting images and headlines that we found most helpful as we sought to 
summarize the third quarter of 2020.   
 
We thank you for your time. Please stay safe.  Thank you always.   
 
 
Interesting reads:  
 
Thomas Friedman, New York Times,  Beirut’s Blast Is a Warning for America : In this country, 
as in Lebanon, everything is now politics. August 9, 2020  
 
The Economist, What if the dotcom boom and bust hadn’t happened?, June 25, 2020 
 
Cecilia D'Anastasio Wired, Amazon Wants to Win at Games So Why Hasn’t It? October 7, 2020  
 
Felix Salmon, Axios, America’s True Unemployment Rate, October 13, 2020 
 
Annually, our good friend and fund manager Nathan Benaich co-authors an incredible opus 
entitled:  State of AI Report 2020.  We love Nathan’s work, and just to confirm our considerable 
conflicts, please note this recent Fortune article:  Twitter and a Supercell billionaire are backing 
a new A.I.-focused venture capital fund.  

 
12 That is shout out for Louie Nguyen, CFA, the man who texts a new idea to us everyday. 
https://www.missiondrivenfinance.com/about/team/  Thank you Louie.    
 
13 If you like this sort of thing, consider this conference (online of course): https://events.venturebeat.com/gamesbeat-into-the-
metaverse/ 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/09/opinion/trump-beirut-politics.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/09/opinion/trump-beirut-politics.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/09/opinion/trump-beirut-politics.html
https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2020/06/25/what-if-the-dotcom-boom-and-bust-hadnt-happened
https://www.wired.com/contributor/cecilia-danastasio
https://www.wired.com/story/amazon-wants-to-win-at-games-so-why-hasnt-it/
https://www.axios.com/americas-true-unemployment-rate-6e34decb-c274-4feb-a4af-ffac8cf5840d.html
https://www.stateof.ai/?utm_campaign=Your%20guide%20to%20AI&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Revue%20newsletter
https://fortune.com/2020/10/30/air-street-ai-artificial-intelligence-venture-fund-twitter-supercell-google/
https://fortune.com/2020/10/30/air-street-ai-artificial-intelligence-venture-fund-twitter-supercell-google/
https://www.missiondrivenfinance.com/about/team/
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Things that made us go HA: 
 
● The classic meme highlighting Trump’s Covid treatment protocol. 

 
 

● Digital Self-Defense Survival Guide (2020 Edition) 
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● Everyone loves the Person, Woman, Man, Camera, TV headline. 

14 
 

● Is actual Fake News becoming Real News? 

 

15 
 
 
 
 
 

 
14 https://www.newyorker.com/humor/borowitz-
report?source=search_google_dsa_paid&gclid=Cj0KCQjwit_8BRCoARIsAIx3Rj4JU_Rw1q4v9wmd5Z8Np1W64FqiZTGMm8Wn_gY
xg4iiqtOWVRkLeP0aAhoUEALw_wcB 
15 https://local.theonion.com/man-hasn-t-heard-or-read-single-true-thing-in-6-years-1845396715 
 

https://e8b9690c-8264-46f8-a3e1-3857a9222c78.filesusr.com/ugd/79ed22_7a1942bf27064682b8b51493c9a29e2a.pdf
https://local.theonion.com/man-hasn-t-heard-or-read-single-true-thing-in-6-years-1845396715
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● Will a new round of fiscal stimulus lead to more day traders? 

 
 
● Day traders via Robinhood have been the scapegoat for Tesla’s increased valuation.  The 

number of Robinhood users holding Tesla has increased 3x since Q1 2020.  Tesla is now 
one of the largest 20 publicly traded companies in the world with a $366 billion dollar market 
capitalization.  Caveat emptor. 
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● 30-year breakevens in the US are currently priced at 1.76% per year (i.e. the market is 
expecting 30-year inflation rates to remain below 2%). 

 
 
 
● RIP to RBG 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/T30YIEM
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Legal Information and Disclosures 

This memorandum expresses the views of the author as of the date indicated and such views are subject to change without 
notice.  Resolute Partners Group LLC  (“RPG”) has no duty or obligation to update the information contained herein.  Further, 
Resolute Partners Group LLC makes no representation, and it should not be assumed, that past investment performance is an 
indication of future results.  Moreover, wherever there is the potential for profit there is also the possibility of loss. 

This memorandum is being made available for educational purposes only and should not be used for any other purpose.  The 
information contained herein does not constitute and should not be construed as an offering of advisory services or an offer to sell or 
solicitation to buy any securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction.  Certain information contained herein concerning 
economic trends and performance is based on or derived from information provided by independent third-party sources. Resolute 
Partners Group LLC (“RPG”) believes that the sources from which such information has been obtained are reliable; however, it 
cannot guarantee the accuracy of such information and has not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of such 
information or the assumptions on which such information is based.  

This memorandum, including the information contained herein, may not be copied, reproduced, republished, or posted in whole or in 
part, in any form without the prior written consent of RPG.  

Resolute Partners Group, LLC ("RPG") is a registered investment advisor. This content is provided for informational and educational 
purposes only and is not intended to be investment advice to recommend that you purchase or sell any investment. The information 
is derived from sources that are believed to be reliable but are not audited by RPG. Information in these reports is at a point in time 
and subject to change without notice. 

There are no warranties, expressed or implied, as to accuracy, completeness or results obtained from any information in this 
presentation. 

The returns represent hypothetical results of an investment in various indices. In structuring portfolios for clients, RPG would not be 
selecting the specific asset class indices, but rather certain mutual funds or securities that attempt to track those indices. Therefore, 
the returns do not reflect actual investments of  money in any RPG portfolio, and may not reflect the impact that material economic 
factors may have on  any RPG’s management of the portfolios if it were actually managing the portfolios during the periods  
described. 

These performance figures are for information purposes only and do not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy 
a security. 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. 
 

No investor has achieved the exact performance of the results presented. 
 

The performance returns herein are the returns of various market indices or related securities. These are provided to deliver a general 
understanding of market performance over the period. One cannot invest directly in any of these indices. RPG may invest client assets 
in mutual funds or other securities that seek to track these indices and may be lower due to the internal expenses of the investment 
product, securities transaction fees, timing of purchases and sales and RPG's investment advisory fee. 

 
 


